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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the study of the following nonlinear problem:
“u
“t −div(a(t, x, u, Du))+div(F(u))=f+div g in (0, T)×W,(1)
u=0 on (0, T)×“W,(2)
u(t=0)=u0 in W.(3)
In Problem (1), (2), (3) the framework is the following: W is a bounded
domain of RN(N \ 1), T > 0, Q=(0, T)×W, p > 1 is a real number,
pŒ= pp−1 .
The operator −div(a(t, x, u, Du)) is a Leray–Lions operator which is
coercive and which grows like |Du|p−1 with respect to Du, but which is not
restricted by any growth condition with respect to u (see assumptions (4),
(5), (6), (7) of Section II). The function F is just assumed to be continuous
on R with values in RN. The data f, g and u0 respectively belong to
L1(Q), (LpŒ(Q))N and L1(W).
Under these assumptions, the above problem does not admit, in general,
a weak solution since the fields a(u, Du) and F(u) do not belong (L1loc(Q))
N
in general. To overcome this difficulty we use in this paper the framework
of renormalized solutions. This notion was introduced by Lions and Di
Perna [14] for the study of Boltzmann equation. It was then adapted by
Boccardo et al. [10], Lions and Murat [19] and Murat [20, 21] to non-
linear elliptic problems and by Lions [18] to evolution problems in fluid
mechanics. At the same time the equivalent notion of entropy solutions
have been developed independently by Bénilan et al. [1] for the study of
nonlinear elliptic problems.
As far as the parabolic case (1), (2), (3) is concerned and still in the
framework of renormalized solutions, the existence and uniqueness has
been proved in [2, 3] in the case where a(t, x, s, t) is independent of
s, F=0 and g=0. In the case where a(t, x, s, t) is independent of s and
linear with respect to t, g=0, and “u“t is replaced by “b(u)“t (where b is a strictly
increasing function of u that can possibly blow up for some finite r0)
existence and uniqueness has been established in [6].
With respect to the previous ones, the originality of the present work lies
in the noncontrolled growth of the function a(t, x, s, t) with respect to s
and in the consideration in (1) of a right-hand side f−div g, which belongs
to L1(Q)+LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W)), for which proving uniqueness of a solution
is more intricate. The results of the present paper have been announced
in [4].
An existence result for a problem similar to (1), (2), (3), which also
involves a nonlinear term that grows like |Du|p has been obtained inde-
pendently and at the same time by Porretta [22]. Results similar to those
of the present paper can be obtained when in (1) g=0 and “u“t is replaced by“b(u)
“t (where b is a strictly increasing function of u that can possibly blow up
for some finite r0), and will be published elsewhere [5].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the assumptions on
a(t, x, s, t), F(s), f, g and u0 needed in the present study and gives the
definition of a renormalized solution of (1), (2), (3). In Section III
(Theorem 1) we establish the existence of such a solution. In Section IV
(Theorem 2) we prove the uniqueness of a renormalized solution under
additional assumptions on a and F, namely that a(t, x, s, t) and F(s) are
assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to s. In Section V
(Theorem 3) we prove a stability result of the renormalized solutions with
respect to f, g, and u0.
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II. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITION OF A
RENORMALIZED SOLUTION
Throughout the paper, we assume that the following assumptions hold
true:
W is a bounded open set of RN(N \ 1) with boundary “W (no smooth-
ness is assumed on the boundary), T > 0 is given and we set (0, T)×
W=Q, p is a real number, 1 < p <+. and pŒ= pp−1 ,
(4) a: Q×R×RN0 RN is a Carathéodory function,
(5) a(t, x, s, t) t \ a |t|p,
for almost every (t, x) in Q, for every s in R, for every t in RN, where a > 0
is given real number,
(6) for any K > 0, there exist bK > 0 and a function CK in LpŒ(Q) such
that
|a(t, x, s, t)| [ CK(t, x)+bK |t|p−1
for almost every (t, x) in Q, for every s such that |s| [K, and for every
t ¥ RN,
(7) [a(t, x, s, t)−a(t, x, s, tŒ)][t−tŒ] \ 0,
for any s in R, for any (t, tŒ) ¥ R2N and for almost every (t, x) in Q,
(8) F : R0 RN is a continuous function,
(9) f ¥ L1(Q),
(10) g ¥ (LpŒ(Q))N,
(11) u0 ¥ L1(W).
Remark 1. As already mentioned in the Introduction, Problem (1), (2),
(3) does not admit a weak solution under assumptions (4)–(11) (even when
f=0 and u0=0) since the growths of a(u, Du) and F(u) are not controlled
with respect to u (so that these fields are not in general defined as distribu-
tions, even when u belongs to Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W))).
Throughout the paper, TK denotes the truncation function at height
K \ 0:
TK(r)=min(K, max(r, −K)).
We now give the definition of a renormalized solution of (1), (2), (3).
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Definition 1. A function u in L.(0, T; L1(W)) is a renormalized solu-
tion of (1), (2), (3) if
TK(u) ¥ Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) for any K \ 0,(12)
F
{(t, x) ¥ Q; n [ |u(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt0 0 as nQ+.,(13)
and if for every function S in W2,.(R) which is piecewise C1 and such that
SŒ has a compact support
“S(u)
“t −div(SŒ(u) a(u, Du))+Sœ(u) a(u, Du) Du+div(SŒ(u) F(u))
(14)
−Sœ(u) F(u) Du=fSŒ(u)+div(SŒ(u) g)−Sœ(u) gDu in DŒ(Q),
and
S(u)(t=0)=S(u0) in W.(15)
Equation (14) is formally obtained through pointwise multiplication of
equation (1) by SŒ(u). However, while a(u, Du) and F(u) does not in
general make sense in (1), all the terms in (14) have a meaning in DŒ(Q).
Actually if K \ 0 is such that supp SŒ … [−K, K], the following identifica-
tions are made in (14):
• S(u) belongs to L.(Q) since S is a bounded function.
• SŒ(u) a(u, Du) identifies with SŒ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) a.e. in Q. Since
indeed |TK(u)| [K a.e. in Q, assumptions (4), (6) imply that
|a(TK(u), DTK(u))| [ CK(t, x)+bK |DTK(u)|p−1 a.e. in Q.
As a consequence of (12) and of SŒ(u) ¥ L.(Q), it follows that
SŒ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) ¥ (LpŒ(Q))N.
• Sœ(u) a(u, Du) Du identifies with Sœ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) and
in view of (4), (6) and (12) one has
Sœ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) ¥ L1(Q).
• SŒ(u) F(u) and Sœ(u) F(u) Du respectively identify with SŒ(u) F(TK(u))
and Sœ(u) F(TK(u)) DTK(u). Due to the properties of S and to (8), the
functions SŒ, Sœ and F p TK are bounded on R so that (12) implies that
SŒ(u) F(TK(u)) ¥ (L.(Q))N,
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and
Sœ(u) F(TK(u)) DTK(u) ¥ Lp(Q).
• SŒ(u) f belongs to L1(Q) while SŒ(u) g belongs to (LpŒ(Q))N in view
of (9), (10) and because SŒ is a bounded function on R.
• Sœ(u) gDu identifies with Sœ(u) gDTK(u) which belongs to L1(Q) in
view of (10) and (12) and because Sœ is a bounded function on R.
According to the above identifications every term of Eq. (14) has
a meaning in DŒ(Q). Moreover (14) implies that “S(u)“t belongs to
LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W))+L1(Q), which in turn implies that “S(u)“t belongs to
L1(0, T; W−1, s(W)) for all s < inf(pŒ, NN−1). It follows that S(u) belongs to
C0([0, T]; W−1, s(W)) so that the initial condition (15) makes sense.
Notation. Throughout the paper, for any measurable function v defined
on Q and any K \ 0, we denote by {|v| [K} (respectively {|v| < K}) the
measurable subset {(t, x) ¥ Q; |v(t, x)| [K} (respectively {(t, x) ¥ Q;
|v(t, x)| < K}) of Q. For any measurable subset A of Q we denote by qA the
characteristic function of A.
III. EXISTENCE RESULT
This section is devoted to establish the following existence theorem.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) and (11)
there exists at least a renormalized solution of Problem (1), (2), (3).
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is divided into 9 steps. In Step 1, we
introduce an approximate problem. Step 2 is devoted to establish a few a
priori estimates. In Step 3, the limit u of the approximate solutions u e is
introduced and is shown to belong to L.(0, T; L1(W)) and to satisfy (12).
In Step 4, we define a time regularization of the field TK(u) and we estab-
lish Lemma 1, which allows us to control the parabolic contribution that
arises in the monotonicity method when passing to the limit. Step 5 is
devoted to prove an energy estimate (Lemma 2), which is a key point for
the monotonicity arguments that are developed in Step 6 and Step 7. In
Step 8, we prove that u satisfies (13). At last, Step 9 is devoted to prove
that u satisfies (14) and (15) of Definition 1.
Step 1. For e > 0, let us define the following approximations of a, F, f
and u0:
ae(t, x, s, t)=a(t, x, T 1
e
(s), t) a.e. in Q, -s ¥ R, -t ¥ RN,(16)
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(17) Fe is a lipschitz continuous bounded function from R into RN such
that Fe uniformly converges to F on any compact subset of R as e tends to 0,
(18) f e ¥ LpŒ(Q) and f eQ f a.e. in Q and strongly in L1(Q) as e tends to 0,
(19) u e0 ¥ L2(W) and u e0 Q u0 a.e. in W and strongly in L1(W) as e tends to 0.
Then we consider the approximate problem of (1), (2), (3) for e > 0:
“u e
“t −div(ae(t, x, u
e, Du e))+div(Fe(u e))=fe+div g in DŒ(Q),(20)
u e=0 on (0, T)×“W,(21)
u e(t=0)=ue0 in W.(22)
In view of (16), ae satisfy (4), (5) and (7) and due to (6), there exists
Ce ¥ LpŒ(Q) and be > 0 such that
|ae(t, x, s, t)| [ Ce(t, x)+be |t|p−1 a.e. in Q, -s ¥ R, -t ¥ RN.
As a consequence, proving existence of a weak solution u e ¥
Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) of (20), (21), (22) is an easy task (see e.g. [17]).
Step 2. The estimates derived in this step rely on usual techniques for
problems of type (20), (21), (22) and we just sketch the proof of them (the
reader is refered to [2, 3, 8] or to [10, 20, 21] for elliptic versions of (20),
(21), (22)).
Using TK(u e) as a test function in (20) leads to
F
W
T˜K(ue)(t) dx+F
t
0
F
W
ae(ue, Due) DTK(ue) dx ds−F
t
0
F
W
Fe(ue) DTK(ue) dx ds
(23)
=F t
0
F
W
f eTK(u e) dx ds−F
t
0
F
W
gDTK(u e) dx ds+F
W
T˜K(u
e
0) dx,
for almost any t in (0, T) and where
T˜K(r)=F
r
0
TK(s) ds=˛ r22 if |r| [K,
K |r|−
K2
2
if |r| \K.
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The Lipschitz character of Fe, Stokes formula together with the bound-
ary condition (21) make it possible to obtain
F t
0
F
W
Fe(u e) DTK(u e) ds dx=0,(24)
for almost any t in (0, T).
Since ae satisfies (5), the properties of f e and u
e
0 and the fact that
g ¥ LpŒ(Q) make it possible to deduce from (23) that
TK(u e) is bounded in Lp(0, T; W
1, p
0 (W))(25)
independently of e for any K \ 0.
Proceeding as in [3, 6] (see also (65) below), it can be deduced from (20)
and (25) that for any S ¥W2,.(R) such that SŒ is compact
“S(u e)
“t is bounded in L
1(Q)+LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W)),(26)
independently of e.
Now for fixed K > 0
ae(TK(u e), DTK(u e))=a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) a.e. in Q,
as soon as e < 1K , while assumption (6) gives
|a(TK(u e), DTK(u e))| [ CK(t, x)+bK |DTK(u e)|p−1,
where bK > 0 and CK ¥ LpŒ(Q). In view of (25), we deduce that,
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) is bounded in (LpŒ(Q))N(27)
independently of e for e < 1K .
Let us end this step by proving an estimate that will lead to (13) in Step 3.
For any integer n \ 1, consider the Lipschitz continuous function hn
defined through
hn(r)=Tn+1(r)−Tn(r)=˛0 if |r| [ n,(|r|−n) sg(r) if n [ |r| [ n+1,
sg(r) if |r| \ n+1.
Remark that ||hn ||L.(R) [ 1 for any n \ 1 and that hn(r)Q 0 for any r when n
tends to infinity.
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Using the admissible test function hn(u e) in (20) leads to
F
W
h˜n(u e)(t) dx+F
t
0
F
W
ae(u e, Du e) Dhn(u e) dx ds−F
t
0
F
W
Fe(u e) Dhn(u e) dx ds
(28)
=F t
0
F
W
f ehn(u e) dx ds+F
W
h˜n(u
e
0) dx−F
t
0
F
W
gDhn(u e) dx dt,
for almost any t in (0, T) and where
h˜n(r)=F
r
0
hn(s) ds.
Proceeding as for proving (24) shows that the term involving Fe(u e) in
(28) is equal to 0. Since h˜n \ 0, and
ae(u e, Due) Dhn(u e)=a(ue, Du e) Dhn(u e) a.e. in Q for e <
1
n+1
,
equality (28) implies that
F t
0
F
W
a(ue, Due) Dhn(u e) dx ds(29)
[ F t
0
F
W
f ehn(u e) dx ds+F
W
h˜(u e0) dx−F
t
0
F
W
gDhn(u e) dx ds,
for almost any t in (0, T) and for e < 1n+1 .
Step 3. Arguing again as in [3, 6], estimates (25), (26) imply that, for a
subsequence, still indexed by e,
u eQ u a.e. in Q,(30)
where u is a measurable function defined on Q.
Indeed (25), the definition of hn, (27) and (30) lead to
TK(u e)E TK(u) weakly in Lp(0, T; W
1, p
0 (W)),(31)
hn(u e)E hn(u) weakly in Lp(0, T; W
1, p
0 (W))(32)
ae(TK(u e), DTK(u e))E sK weakly in (LpŒ(Q))N(33)
as e tends to 0 for any K > 0 and any n \ 1 and where for any K > 0, sK
belongs to (LpŒ(Q))N.
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Let us point out that because of (31) and (33) the natural question of
identifying the weak limit sK in (33) as a(TK(u), DTK(u)) arises. This iden-
tification will be achieved in Step 6 through a monotonicity method (recall
that a is not assumed to be strictly monotone).
We now establish that u belongs to L.(0, T; L1(W)). To this end, recall-
ing (24), (25), (30) and (31) makes it possible to pass to the limit-inf in (23)
as e tends to 0 and to obtain
F
W
T˜K(u)(t) dx [K[||f||L1(Q)+||u0 ||L1(W)]+cK ||g||LpŒ(Q),
where cK is a constant independent of e.
Due to the definition of T˜K, we deduce from the above inequality that
K F
W
|u(x, t)| dx [
3K2
2
mes(W)+K[||f||L1(Q)+||u0 ||L1(W)]+cK ||g||LpŒ(Q)
for almost any t in (0, T), which shows that u belongs to L.(0, T; L1(W)).
We are now in a position to exploit (29), which gives together with (30)
and (32)
O
eQ 0
F
Q
a(ue, Du e) Dhn(u e) dx dt(34)
[ F
Q
fhn(u) dx dt+F
W
h˜n(u0) dx−F
Q
gDhn(u) dx dt.
Since a satisfies (5) and Dhn(u e)=q{n [ |ue| [ n+1}Du e a.e. in Q, the weak
convergence (32) and (34) imply that
a F
Q
|Dhn(u)|p dx dt [ F
Q
fhn(u) dx dt+F
W
h˜n(u0) dx−F
Q
gDhn(u) dx dt.
(35)
The above inequality and assumptions (9), (10), (11) show that hn(u) is
bounded in Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) independently of n. Because of the pointwise
convergence of hn(u) to 0 as n tends to +. (recall that u ¥
L.(0, T; L1(W))), the sequence hn(u) then converges to zero weakly in
Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) as n tends to +.. As a consequence
F
Q
fhn(u) dx dt0 0,
F
Q
gDhn(u) dx dt0 0,
as n tends to +..
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Moreover h˜n(u0)Q 0 a.e. in W as n tends to +. and |h˜n(u0)| [ |u0 | a.e. in
W. Since u0 ¥ L1(W), Lebesgue’s convergence theorem shows that
F
W
h˜n(u0) dx0 0,
as n tends to +..
Passing to the limit as n tends to +. in (34) and (35) yields
lim
nQ+.
O
eQ 0
F
n [ |ue(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(ue, Du e) Du e dx dt=0,(36)
and
hn(u)0 0 strongly in Lp(0, T; W
1, p
0 (W)),(37)
as n tends to +.. Remark that (37) is weaker than (13) of Definition 1.
Step 4. This step is devoted to introduce for K \ 0 fixed, a time regu-
larization of the function TK(u), in order to perform the monotonicity
method that will be developed in Step 5 and Step 6. This kind of regular-
ization has been first introduced by R. Landes (see Lemma 6 and Proposi-
tion 3, p. 230 and Proposition 4, p. 231 in [16]). More recently, it has been
exploited in [7] and [12] to solve a few nonlinear evolution problems with
L1 or measure data.
This specific time regularization of TK(u) (for fixed K \ 0) is defined as
follows. Let (vm0 ) be a sequence of functions defined on W such that
(38) vm0 ¥ L.(W) 5W1, p0 (W) for all m > 0,
(39) ||vm0 ||L.(W) [K -m > 0,
(40) vm0 0 TK(u0) a.e. in W and
1
m ||Dv
m
0 ||
p
Lp(W)0 0, as m tends to +..
Existence of such a subsequence (vm0 ) is easy to establish (see, e.g., [15]).
For fixed K \ 0 and m > 0, let us consider the unique solution (TK(u))m ¥
L.(Q) 5 Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) of the monotone problem:
“(TK(u))m
“t +m((TK(u))m−TK(u))=0 in DŒ(Q),(41)
(TK(u))m(t=0)=v
m
0 in W.(42)
Remark that due to (41), we have for m > 0 and K \ 0,
“(TK(u))m
“t ¥ L
p(0, T; W1, p0 (W)).(43)
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The behavior of (TK(u))m as mQ. is investigated in [16] (see also [12]
and [15]) and we just recall here that (38)–(42) imply that
(44) (TK(u))m0 TK(u) a.e. in Q, in L.(Q) weak-f and strongly in
Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) as mQ+.,
(45) ||(TK(u))m ||L.(Q) [Max(||TK(u)||L.(Q), ||vm0 ||L.(W)) [K for any m > 0 and
any K \ 0.
The very definition of the sequence (TK(u))m for m > 0 (and fixed K)
makes it possible to establish the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let K \ 0 be fixed. Let S be an increasing C.(R)-function
such that S(r)=r for |r| [K and supp SŒ is compact. Then
J
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
7“S(ue)
“t , (TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m)8 dt ds \ 0,(46)
where O., .P denotes the duality pairing between L1(W)+W−1, pŒ(W) and
L.(W) 5W1, p0 (W).
Proof of Lemma 1. Let K \ 0 be fixed. Let us first recall that since
supp SŒ is compact, we have
S(u e) ¥ Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) 5 L.(Q) and
S(u) ¥ Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) 5 L.(Q),
and, as in (26) (see also (65) below),
“S(ue)
“t ¥ L
1(Q)+LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W)).
Moreover since S is increasing and S(r)=r for |r| [K,
TK(S(ue))=TK(u e) and TK(S(u))=TK(u) a.e. in Q.(47)
As a consequence
(TK(S(u)))m=(TK(u))m a.e. in Q,(48)
for any m > 0. It follows that under the notation
v e=S(ue) and v=S(u),(49)
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we have
FT
0
F t
0
7“S(ue)
“t , (TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m)8 ds dt(50)
=FT
0
F t
0
7“v e
“t , (TK(v
e)−(TK(v))m)8 ds dt.
Due to (43), (48) and to the definition (49) of v,
“(TK(v))m
“t belongs to
Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) … L1(Q) and (50) implies that
FT
0
F t
0
7“S(ue)
“t , (TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m)8 ds dt(51)
=FT
0
F t
0
7“(v e−(TK(v))m)
“t , (v
e−(TK(v))m)8 ds dt
−FT
0
F t
0
7“v e
“t , (v
e−TK(v e))8 ds dt
+FT
0
F t
0
F
W
“(TK(v))m
“t (v
e−(TK(v))m) dx ds dt.
Upon applying Lemma 2.4 of [11] to the first and the second terms of
the right-hand side of (51) we obtain
FT
0
F t
0
7“S(ue)
“t , (TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m)8 ds dt(52)
=
1
2
FT
0
F
W
|v e−(TK(v))m |2 dx dt−
T
2
F
W
|v e−(TK(v))m |2 (t=0) dx
−
1
2
FT
0
F
W
|v e−TK(v e)|2 dx dt+
T
2
F
W
|v e−TK(v e)|2 (t=0) dx
+FT
0
F t
0
F
W
“(TK(v))m
“t (v
e−(TK(v))m) dx ds dt,
since > r0 (s−TK(s)) ds=12 |r−TK(r)|2.
To pass to the limit in (52) as e tends to zero, we first observe that since
S is bounded, the definition (49) of v e and v together with (30) imply that
v eQ v strongly in L2(Q) and in L.(Q) weak-f,(53)
as e tends to 0.
Moreover, the initial condition (22) for u e gives
v e(t=0)=S(ue)(t=0)=S(ue0) a.e. in Q,
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so that the strong convergence of u e0 to u0 in L
1(W) (see (19)) implies that
v e(t=0)Q S(u0) in L2(W),(54)
as e tends to 0.
In view of (53) and (54), passing to the limit as e tends to zero in (52) is
an easy task and leads to
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
7“S(ue)
“t , (TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m)8 ds dt(55)
=
1
2
FT
0
F
W
|v−(TK(v))m|2 dx dt−
T
2
F
W
|S(u0)−(TK(v))m (t=0)|2 dx
−
1
2
FT
0
F
W
|v−TK(v)|2 dx dt+
T
2
F
W
|S(u0)−TK(S(u0))|2 dx
+FT
0
F t
0
F
W
“(TK(v))m
“t (v−(TK(v))m) dx ds dt,
for any m > 0.
In order to pass to the limit-inf as m tends to infinity in (55), we now use
the very definition (41), (42) of TK(u)m. Due to (48), (49), Eqs. (41) and (42),
in terms of TK(v), rewrite as
“(TK(v))m
“t +m((TK(v))m−TK(v))=0 in DŒ(Q),(56)
(TK(v))m (t=0)=v
m
0 in W,(57)
while (40) and (44) imply that
(TK(v))m0 TK(v) in L2(Q),(58)
and
(TK(v))m (t=0)0 TK(S(u0)) in L2(W),(59)
as m tends to +., since again TK(S(u0))=TK(u0) a.e. in W.
In view of (56), (58), (59), passing to the limit-inf as m tends to +. in
(55) leads to
J
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
7“S(u e)
“t , (TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m)8 ds dt(60)
= J
mQ+.
m F
W
FT
0
F t
0
(TK(v)−(TK(v))m)(v−(TK(v))m) dx ds dt.
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The proof of lemma 1 then reduces to show that the right-hand side of
(60) is nonnegative. To this end we just remark that
(TK(v)−(TK(v))m)(v−(TK(v))m) \ 0 a.e. in Q,
since due to (45), (48), (49) we have |(TK(v))m | [K a.e. in Q.
Step 5. In this step we prove the following lemma, which is the key
point in the monotonocity arguments that will be developed in Step 6.
Lemma 2. The subsequence of u e defined in Step 3 satisfies for any K \ 0
O
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
a(ue, DTK(u e)) DTK(u e) dx ds dt [ F
T
0
F t
0
F
W
sKDTK(u) dx ds dt,
(61)
where sK is defined in (33).
Proof of Lemma 2. Establishing (61) prompts to use TK(u e)−TK(u) as a
test function in the equation (20) for u e. It is well known that this method
fails when f ] 0 and F ] 0 even in the elliptic case (see, e.g., [10, 19–21]).
This difficulty is overcome, still in the elliptic case, through replacing (20)
by its renormalized formulation (i.e., by the analog of (14) for the elliptic
case) with an adequate sequence of function Sn in place of S (see (62)–(64)
below). Using TK(u e)−TK(u) in this renormalized approximate equation
permits to obtain (61) in the elliptic case through letting e tend to 0 and
then n tend to +..
In the following we adapt the above-mentionned method to Problem (1),
(2), (3) and we first introduce a sequence of increasing C.(R)-functions Sn
such that
(62) Sn(r)=r for |r| [ n,
(63) supp S −n … [−(n+1), (n+1)],
(64) ||S'n ||L.(R) [ 1,
for any n \ 1.
Pointwise multiplication of Eq. (20) by S −n(u
e) (which is licit) leads to
“Sn(u e)
“t −div(S
−
n(u
e) ae(u e, Du e))+S
'
n (u
e) ae(u e, Due) Due(65)
+div(S −n(u
e) Fe(u e))−S
'
n (u
e) Fe(u e) Du e
=fS −n(u
e)+div(S −n(u
e) g)−S'n (u
e) gDue in DŒ(Q),
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which is nothing but the renormalized formulation (14) for u e with S=Sn.
Remark that (65) implies that “Sn(u
e)
“t ¥ L
1(Q)+LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W)).
The use of the test function TK(u e)−TK(u) in Eq. (65) now leads to a
second difficulty that is specific to the field of parabolic problems. Namely
the only estimate (26) on the field “Sn(u
e)
“t leads a serious obstacle in control-
ling the parabolic contribution >T0 O“Sn(u
e)
“t , (TK(u
e)−TK(u))P dt when e tends
to 0.
To overcome this second difficulty we use the sequence (TK(u))m of
approximations of TK(u) defined by (41), (42) of Step 4 and plug the test
function TK(u e)−(TK(u))m (for e > 0 and m > 0) in (65). Through setting,
for fixed K \ 0,
W em=TK(u
e)−(TK(u))m,(66)
we obtain upon integration over (0, t) and then over (0, T):
FT
0
F t
0
7“Sn(u e)
“t , W
e
m
8 ds dt+FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) ae(u e, Du e) DW
e
m dx ds dt
(67)
+FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) ae(u e, Due) Du eW
e
m dx ds dt
−FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) Fe(u e) DW
e
m dx ds dt
−FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) Fe(u e) DueW
e
m dx ds dt
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
f eS −n(u
e) W em dx ds dt−F
T
0
F t
0
F
W
gD(S −n(u
e) W em) dx ds dt.
In the following we pass to the limit in (67) as e tends to 0, then m tends
to +. and then n tends to +., the real number K \ 0 being kept fixed.
In order to perform this task we prove below the following results for fixed
K \ 0:
J
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
7“Sn(u e)
“t , W
e
m
8 ds dt \ 0 for any n \K,(68)
lim
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) Fe(u e) DW
e
m dx ds dt=0 for any n \ 1,(69)
lim
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) Fe(u e) Du eW
e
m dx ds dt=0 for any n,(70)
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lim
nQ+.
O
mQ+.
O
eQ 0
:FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) ae(u e, Du e) DueW
e
m dx ds dt :=0,(71)
lim
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
gD(S −n(u
e) W em) dx ds dt=0 for any n \ 1,(72)
lim
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
f eS −n(u
e) W em dx ds dt=0 for any n \ 1.(73)
Proof of (68). The function Sn belongs to C.(R) and is increasing. Due
to (62) we have for n \K
Sn(r)=r for |r| [K
while supp S −n is compact by (63).
In view of the definition (66) of W em, Lemma 1 applies with S=Sn for
fixed n \K. As a consequence (68) holds true.
In order to avoid repetitions in the proofs of (69)–(73), let us summarize
the properties of W em. In view of (66), (30) and (31) imply that for fixed
m > 0
W em E TK(u)−(TK(u))m weakly in L
p(0, T; W1, p0 (W)),(74)
as e tends to 0. Then, (45) and (46) leads to
||Wem ||L.(Q) [ 2K, for any e > 0 and for any m > 0.(75)
From (30), (66), and (75) we deduce that for fixed m > 0
Wem0 TK(u)−(TK(u))m a.e. in Q and in L
.(Q) weak-f,(76)
as e tends to 0.
Proof of (69). For fixed n \ 1, we have
S −n(u
e) Fe(u e) DW
e
m=S
−
n(u
e) Fe(Tn+1(u e)) DW
e
m a.e. in Q,(77)
since supp S −n … [−n−1, n+1].
Since S −n is smooth and bounded, (8), (17), and (30) lead to
S −n(u
e) Fe(Tn+1(u e)))0 S
−
n(u) F(Tn+1(u)) a.e. in Q and in L
.(Q) weak-f,
(78)
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as e tends to 0. As a consequence of (74), (77), and (78), we deduce that
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) Fe(u e) DW
e
m dx ds dt(79)
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u) F(Tn+1(u))(DTK(u)−D(TK(u))m) dx ds dt,
for any m > 0.
Appealing now to (44) and passing to the limit as mQ+. in (79) makes
it possible to conclude that (69) holds true.
Proof of (70). For fixed n \ 1, and by the same arguments that those
that lead to (77), we have
S'n (u
e) Fe(u e) Du eW
e
m=S
'
n (u
e) Fe(Tn+1(u e)) DTn+1(u e) W
e
m a.e. in Q.
From (8), (30), (31) and (76), it follows that for any m > 0
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) Fe(u e) DueW
e
m dx ds dt
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u) F(Tn+1(u)) DTn+1(u)(TK(u)−(TK(u))m) dx ds dt.
With the help of (44) passing to the limit, as m tends to +., in the above
equality leads to (70).
Proof of (71). Due to (62) and (63), one has supp S'n … [−(n+1), −n]
2 [n, n+1] for any n \ 1. As a consequence
:FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) ae(u e, Due) Du eW
e
m dx ds dt :
[ T ||S'n ||L.(R) ||Wem ||L.(Q) F
{(t, x); n [ |ue(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(ue, Due) Due dx dt,
for any n \ 1, any e [ 1n+1 and any m > 0.
The above inequality together with (64) and (75) make it possible to
obtain
O
mQ+.
O
eQ 0
:FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) a e(u e, Due) Du eW em dx ds dt :(80)
[ CO
eQ 0
F
{(t, x) ¥ Q; n [ |ue(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(ue, Due) Due dx dt,
for any n \ 1, where C is a constant independent of n.
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Appealing now to (36) makes it possible to pass to the limit as n tends to
+. in (80) and to establish (71).
Proof of (72). Proceeding as in the proof of (70), we have
gD(S −n(u
e) W em)=S
'
n (u
e) W emgDTn+1(u
e)+S −n(u
e) gDWem a.e. in Q.
Then (10), (30), (31), (74), and (76) imply that
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
gD(S −n(u
e) W em) dx ds dt(81)
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u) g(DTK(u)−D(TK(u))m) dx ds dt
+FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S'n (u)(TK(u)−(TK(u))m) gDTn+1(u) dx ds dt,
for any n \ 1 and any m > 0.
Now for fixed n \ 1, S −n(u) g ¥ (LpŒ(Q))N and S'n (u) gDTn+1(u) ¥ L1(Q)
so that (44) makes it possible to pass to the limit as m tends to +. in (81)
and to obtain (72).
Proof of (73). In view of (18), (30), (75), and (76), Lebesgue’ s conver-
gence theorem implies that for any m > 0 and any n \ 1
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
f eS −n(u
e) W em dx ds dt
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
fS −n(u)(TK(u)−(TK(u))m) dx ds dt.
Now for fixed n \ 1, using (44) makes it possible to pass to the limit as m
tends to +. in the above equality to obtain (73).
We now turn back to the proof of Lemma 2. Due to (68), (69), (70), (71),
(72), and (73), we are in a position to pass to the limit-sup when e tends to
zero, then to the limit-sup when m tends to +. and then to the limit as n
tends to +. in (67). We obtain using the definition (66) of W em that for
any K \ 0
lim
nQ+.
O
mQ+.
O
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S−n(u
e) ae(ue, Due)(DTK(ue)−D(TK(u))m) dx ds dt[ 0.
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Since S −n(u
e) ae(u e, Due) DTK(u e)=a(ue, Du e) DTK(u e) for K [ 1e and K [ n
because of (62) and (63), the above inequality implies that for K [ n
O
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
ae(u e, Due) DTK(u e) dx ds dt(82)
[ lim
nQ+.
O
mQ+.
O
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) ae(u e, Due) D(TK(u))m dx ds dt.
The right-hand side of (82) is computed as follows. In view of (16) and (63),
we have for e [ 1n+1 :
S −n(u
e) ae(u e, Du e)=S
−
n(u
e) a(Tn+1(u e), DTn+1(u e)) a.e. in Q.
Due to (33) it follows that for fixed n \ 1
S −n(u
e) ae(u e, Du e)E S
−
n(u
e) sn+1 weakly in LpŒ(Q),
when e tends to 0. The strong convergence of (TK(u))m to TK(u) in
Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) as m tends to +., then makes it possible to conclude
that
lim
mQ+.
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) ae(u e, Du e) D(TK(u))m dx ds dt
(83)
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
S −n(u) sn+1DTK(u) dx ds dt=F
T
0
F t
0
F
W
sn+1DTK(u) dx ds dt,
as soon as K [ n, since (62) implies that S −n(r)=1 for |r| [ n. Now for
K [ n we have
a(Tn+1(u e), DTn+1(u e)) q{|ue| < K}=a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) q{|ue| < K} a.e. in Q,
which implies that, through the use of (30) and (33) and passing to the limit
as e tends to 0,
sn+1q{|u| < K}=sKq{|u| < K} a.e. in Q−{|u|=K} for K [ n.(84)
As a consequence of (84) we have for K [ n,
sn+1DTK(u)=sKDTK(u) a.e. in Q.(85)
Recalling (82), (83), (85) makes it possible to conclude that (61) holds true
and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
Step 6. In this step we prove the following monotonicity estimate:
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Lemma 3. The subsequence of u e defined in Step 3 satisfies for any K \ 0
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[a(TK(u e), DTK(u e))−a(TK(u e), DTK(u))](86)
×[DTK(u e)−DTK(u)] dx ds dt=0.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let K \ 0 be fixed. The monotone character (7) of
a(s, t) with respect to t implies that
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[a(TK(u e), DTK(u e))−a(TK(u e), DTK(u))](87)
×[DTK(u e)−DTK(u)] dx ds dt \ 0.
To pass to the limit-sup as e tends to 0 in (87), let us remark that (4), (6),
and (30) imply that
a(TK(u e), DTK(u))0 a(TK(u), DTK(u)) a.e. in Q,
as e tends to 0, and that
|a(TK(u e), DTK(u))| [ CK(t, x)+bK |DTK(u)|p−1 a.e. in Q,
uniformly with respect to e.
It follows that when e tends to 0
a(TK(u e), DTK(u))0 a(TK(u), DTK(u)) strongly in (LpŒ(Q))N.(88)
Lemma 2, (31), (33), and (88) make it possible to pass to the limit-sup as
e tends to 0 in (87) and to obtain (86).
Step 7. In this step we identify the weak limit sK in (33) and we prove
the weak-L1 convergence of the ‘‘truncated’’ energy a(TK(ue), DTK(ue)) DTK(ue)
as e tends to 0.
Lemma 4. For fixed K \ 0, we have
sK=a(TK(u), DTK(u)) a.e. in Q,(89)
and as e tends to 0
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u e)(90)
E a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) weakly in L1((0, T)×W).
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Proof of Lemma 4. The proof is standard once we remark that for any
K > 0, any 0 < e < 1/K and any t ¥ RN
ae(TK(u e), t)=a(TK(u e), t)=a 1K (TK(u
e), t) a.e. in Q
which together with (31) and (88) makes it possible to obtain from (86) of
Lemma 3
lim
eQ 0
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
a 1
K
(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u e) dx ds dt(91)
=FT
0
F t
0
F
W
sKDTK(u) dx ds dt.
Since, for fixed K > 0, the function a 1
K
(s, t) is continuous and bounded
with respect to s, the usual Minty’s argument applies in view of (31), (33),
and (91). It follows that (89) holds true (the case K=0 being trivial).
In order to prove (90), we observe that the monotone character of a
(with respect to t) and (86) give that for any K \ 0 and any TŒ < T
[a(TK(u e), DTK(u e))−a(TK(u e), DTK(u))](DTK(u e)−DTK(u))0 0(92)
strongly in L1((0, TŒ)×W) as e tends to 0.
Moreover (31), (33), (88), and (89) imply that
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u)E a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) weakly in L1(Q),
a(TK(u e), DTK(u)) DTK(u e)E a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) weakly in L1(Q),
and
a(TK(u e), DTK(u)) DTK(u)0 a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) strongly in L1(Q),
as e tends to 0.
Using the above convergence results in (92) shows that for any K \ 0
and any TŒ < T
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u e)(93)
E a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) weakly in L1((0, TŒ)×W)
as e tends to 0.
At the possible expense of extending the functions a(t, x, s, t), f and g
on a time interval (0, T¯) with T¯ > T in such a way that (4), (5), (6), (7), (9),
and (10) hold true with T¯ in place of T, we can show that the convergence
result (93) is still valid in L1(Q)-weak, namely that (90) holds true.
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Step 8. In this step we prove that u satisfies (13).
To this end, remark that for any fixed 0 [ n one has
F
{(t, x) ¥ Q; n [ |ue(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(ue, Du e) Due dx dt
=F
Q
a(ue, Du e)(DTn+1(u e)−DTn(u e)) dx dt
=F
Q
a(Tn+1(u e), DTn+1(u e)) DTn+1(u e) dx dt
−F
Q
a(Tn(u e), DTn(u e)) DTn(u e) dx dt.
According to (90), one is at liberty to pass to the limit as e tends to 0 for
fixed 0 [ n and to obtain
lim
eQ 0
F
{n [ |ue(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(ue, Du e) Due dx dt(94)
=F
Q
a(Tn+1(u), DTn+1(u)) DTn+1(u) dx dt
−F
Q
a(Tn(u), DTn(u)) DTn(u) dx dt
=F
{n [ |u(t, x)| [ n+1}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt.
Taking the limit as n tends to +. in (94) and using the estimate (36) show
that u satisfies (13).
Step 9. In this step, u is shown to satisfy (14) and (15).
Let S be a function in W2,.(R) such that SŒ has a compact support. Let
K be a positive real number such that supp SŒ … [−K, K].
Pointwise multiplication of the approximate equation (20) by SŒ(u e) leads
to
“S(ue)
“t −div(SŒ(u
e) ae(u e, Du e))+Sœ(u e) ae(u e, Due) Du e(95)
+div(SŒ(u e) Fe(u e))−Sœ(u e) Fe(u e) Du e
=fSŒ(u e)+div(SŒ(u e) g)−Sœ(u e) gDue in DŒ(Q).
In what follows we pass to the limit as e tends to 0 in each term of (95).
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• Limit of “S(u
e)
“t
Since S is bounded and continuous, (30) implies that S(ue) converges to
S(u) a.e. is Q and in L.(Q) weak-f. Then “S(ue)“t converges to “S(u)“t in DŒ(Q) as
e tends to 0.
• Limit of −div(SŒ(u e) ae(u e, Du e))
Since supp SŒ … [−K, K], we have for e [ 1K
SŒ(u e) ae(u e, Due)=SŒ(u e) a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) a.e. in Q.
The pointwise convergence of u e to u as e tends to 0, the bounded character
of SŒ, (33) and (89) of Lemma 4 imply that
SŒ(u e) ae(u e, Due)E SŒ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) weakly in LpŒ(Q)
as e tends to 0. As mentioned below Definition 1, the term SŒ(u)
a(TK(u), DTK(u)) is denoted by SŒ(u) a(u, Du) in Eq. (14):
• Limit of Sœ(u e) ae(u e, Due) Due
Since supp Sœ … [−K, K], we have for e [ 1K
Sœ(u e) ae(u e, Du e) Du e=Sœ(u e) a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u e) a.e. in Q.
The pointwise convergence of Sœ(u e) to Sœ(u) as e tends to 0, the bounded
character of Sœ and (90) of Lemma 4 make it possible to conclude that
Sœ(u e) ae(u e, Due) DueE Sœ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) weakly in L1(Q)
as e tends to 0.
Recall that Sœ(u) a(TK(u), DTK(u)) DTK(u) is identified with the term
Sœ(u) a(u, Du) Du in Eq. (13).
• Limit of SŒ(u e) Fe(u e)
Since supp SŒ … [−K, K], we have
SŒ(u e) Fe(u e)=SŒ(u e) Fe(TK(u e)) a.e. in Q.
As a consequence of (8), (17), (30), it follows that for any 1 [ q <+.
SŒ(u e) Fe(u e)0 SŒ(u) F(TK(u)) strongly in Lq(Q),
as e tends to 0. The term SŒ(u) F(TK(u)) is denoted by SŒ(u) F(u) in
Eq. (14).
• Limit of Sœ(u e) Fe(u e) Du e
Since SŒ ¥W1,.(R) with supp SŒ … [−K, K], we have
Sœ(u e) Fe(u e) Du e=Fe(TK(u e)) DSŒ(u e) a.e. in Q.
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Due to (30) and (31), DSŒ(u e) converges to DSŒ(u) weakly in Lp(Q) as e
tends to 0, while F(TK(u e)) is uniformly bounded with respect to e and
converges a.e. in Q to F(TK(u)) as e tends to 0. Therefore
Sœ(u e) Fe(u e) Du eE F(TK(u)) DSŒ(u) weakly in Lp(Q)
as e tends to 0. The term F(TK(u)) DSŒ(u) is identified with Sœ(u) F(u) Du
in Eq. (14) which is licit because
DSŒ(u)=DSŒ(TK(u))=Sœ(TK(u)) DTK(u)
and because Sœ(TK(u)) DTK(u) identifies with Sœ(u) Du.
• Limit of f eSŒ(u e)
Due to (18) and (30), we have
f eSŒ(u e)0 fSŒ(u) strongly in L1(Q),
as e tends to 0.
• Limit of div(SŒ(u e) g)
Recalling that g belongs to (LpŒ(Q))N and that SŒ(u e) is bounded and
converges to SŒ(u) a.e. in Q as e tends to 0 makes it possible to obtain that
div(SŒ(u e) g)0 div(SŒ(u) g) strongly in LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W))
as e tends to 0.
• Limit of Sœ(u e) gDu e
This term is equal to gDSŒ(u). Since DSŒ(u e) converges to DSŒ(u) weakly
in (Lp(Q))N as e tends to 0, and g belongs to LpŒ(Q)N, we obtain
Sœ(u e) gDueE gDSŒ(u) weakly in L1(Q)
as e tends to 0. The term gDSŒ(u) identifies with gDSŒ(TK(u)), which is
equal to Sœ(u) gDu in the sense of Definition 1.
As a consequence of the above convergence results, we are in a position
to pass to the limit as e tends to 0 in Eq. (95) and to conclude that u
satisfies (14).
It remains to show that S(u) satisfies the initial condition (15). To this
end, firstly remark that, S being bounded, S(ue) is bounded in L.(Q).
Secondly, (95) and the above considerations on the behavior of the terms
of this equation show that “S(u
e)
“t is bounded in L
1(Q)+LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W)).
As a consequence, an Aubin’s type lemma (see, e.g, [23], Corollary 4)
implies that S(ue) lies in a compact set of C0([0, T]; W−1, s(W)) for any
s < inf(pŒ, NN−1). It follows that, on one hand, S(u e)(t=0)=S(ue0) con-
verges to S(u)(t=0) strongly in W−1, s(W). On the other hand, (19) and the
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smoothness of S imply that S(u e0) converges to S(u0) strongly in L
q(W) for
all q <+.. Then we conclude that S(u)(t=0)=S(u0).
As a conclusion of Step 3, Step 8, and Step 9, the proof of Theorem 1 is
complete.
Let us conclude this section with a technical lemma that will be a key
point in the uniqueness result given in the next section.
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, any renormalized solu-
tion of (1), (2), (3) satisfies the following estimate for any s > 1 and any
0 < d < 1
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt [
C
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
|g|pŒ dx dt+E(s),(96)
where E(s) tends to 0 when s tends to +..
Remark 2. In general the function
F(s)=O
dQ 0
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
|g|pŒ dx dt
does not tend to 0 as s tends to +. (see Counterexample 1 below), so that
(96) does not in general imply that
O
dQ 0
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
a(u, Du) Du dx dtQ 0
as s tends to +..
However, since there exist sequences of real numbers (sj) that tend to
+. (as j tends to +.) such that
F(sj)Q 0
as j tends to +. (see Lemma 6), estimate (96) in particular implies that
J
sQ.
O
dQ 0
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt=0.(97)
Nevertheless the latest information (97) is apparently insufficient to treat
some terms in the proof of uniqueness of the renormalized solution (as,
e.g., Bss, K, see (111)). In that proof, we will use the more precise estimate
(96), which allows us to choose for these terms the same sequence (sj) such
that (97) holds true simultaneously for two renormalized solutions u and v
(see Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 2).
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Proof of Lemma 5. Let u be a renormalized solution of (1), (2), (3). For
any real number s > 0, let us denote by Ss the W2,.(R)-function defined by˛Ss(0)=0S −s(r)=1 for |r| [ s,
S −s(r)=s+1−|r| for s [ |r| [ s+1,
S −s(r)=0 for |r| \ s+1.
(98)
Since supp S −s+1 … [−s−2, s+2], the equation (14) of Definition 1 with
S=Ss+1 gives
“Ss+1(u)
“t −div(S
−
s+1(u) a(u, Du))+S
'
s+1(u) a(u, Du) Du(99)
+div(S −s+1(u) F(u))−S
'
s+1(u) F(u) Du
=fS −s+1(u)+div(S
−
s+1(u) g)−S
−
s+1Œ(u) gDu in DŒ(Q),
for any s > 0.
For real numbers s > 1 and 1 > d > 0, let
Rds (r)=
1
d
(Ts+d(r)−Ts−d(r)).(100)
Indeed, Rds is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function on R with supp(R
d
s )Œ
… [−s−d, −s+d] 2 [s−d, s+d]. As a consequence Rds (u) belongs to
Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) 5 L.(Q) and is then an admissible test function in (99).
It follows that for any s > 0 and 1 > d > 0
FT
0
7“Ss+1(u)
“t , R
d
s (u)8 dt+F
Q
S −s+1(u) a(u, Du) DR
d
s (u) dx dt
(101)
+F
Q
S's+1R
d
s (u) a(u, Du) Du dx dt
−F
Q
S −s+1(u) F(u) DR
d
s (u) dx dt−F
Q
S's+1(u) R
s
s (u) F(u) Du dx dt
=F
Q
S −s+1(u) R
s
s (u) f dx dt−F
Q
S −s+1(u) gDR
d
s (u) dx dt
−F
Q
S's+1(u) R
d
s (u) gDu dx dt.
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Recall that, as in Definition 1 and since supp S −s+1 … [−s−2, s+2], u may
be replaced by Ts+2(u) in all the terms of (101). It follows that the terms
involving F(u) in (101) are equal to 0 for any s > 0 and d > 0 (as it was the
case for (24)) because Ts+2(u) ¥ Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)).
As far as the parabolic contribution in (101) is concerned, we remark
that Rds (u)=R
d
s (Ss+1(u)) as soon as 0 < d < 1 and then we appeal to
Lemma 2.4 of [11] to obtain
FT
0
7“Ss+1(u)
“t , R
d
s (u)8 dt=F
W
R˜ds (Ss+1(u))(T) dx−F
W
R˜ds (Ss+1(u))(t=0) dx,
where R˜ds (r)=> r0 Rds (t) dt is a positive Lipschitz continuous function.
Using the initial condition (15) and the definition (100) of Rds then leads
to
FT
0
7“Ss+1(u)
“t , R
d
s (u)8 dt \ −F
W
|u0 | q{|u0| > s−1} dx(102)
for any s > 1 and any 0 < d < 1.
The definitions (98) and (100) of Ss and R
s
s permit to obtain from (101)
and (102) that for any s > 1 and any 0 < d < 1
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt [ 2 F
{s+1 [ |u| [ s+2}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt(103)
+2 F
{s−1 < |u|}
|f| dx dt+2 F
{s+1 [ |u| [ s+2}
|g| |Du| dx dt
+
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
|g| |Du| dx dt+F
W
|u0 |q{|u0| > s−1} dx.
The third term in the right-hand side of (103) is estimated for any s > 0
through
F
{s+1 [ |u| [ s+2}
|g| |Du| dx dt [ ||g||LpŒ(Q) 1F
{s+1 [ |u| [ s+2}
|Du|p dx dt2 1p.(104)
The coercive character (5) of a and the use of Young’s inequality for the
fourth term of the right hand (103) then make it possible to obtain from
(102), (104) that for any s > 1 and any 0 < d < 1
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt [
C
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
|g|pŒ dx dt+E(s),
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where
E(s)=2 F
{s+1 [ |u| [ s+2}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt+2 F
{s−1 < |u|}
|f| dx dt
+2 ||g||LpŒ(Q) 1F
{s+1 [ |u| [ s+2}
|Du|p dx dt2 1p+F
W
|u0 | q{|u0| > s−1} dx,
and C is a constant independent of s and d.
Now since f ¥ L1(Q) and u ¥ L.(0, T; L1(W)) and in view of condition
(13) we have
lim
sQ+.
E(s)=0,
so that Lemma 5 is established.
IV. UNIQUENESS RESULT
In this section, we prove the following uniqueness theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume that assumptions (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), and
(11) hold true and moreover that
(105) F is a locally Lipschitz continuous function;
(106) for every K > 0, there exists cK \ 0 and a function EK in LpŒ(Q) such
that
|a(t, x, s, t)−a(t, x, sŒ, t)| [ |s−sŒ| [EK(t, x)+cK |t|p−1]
for almost every (t, x) in Q, and for every s and every sŒ such that |s| [K and
|sŒ| [K, and for every t in RN.
Then Problem (1), (2), (3) has a unique renormalized solution.
Remark 3. Let us emphasize that the above uniqueness result is valid
under only local regularity assumptions with respect to s on the functions a
and F.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is divided into four steps. In Step 1, we
define a smooth approximation Tss of Ts (see (108) below) and we consider
two renormalized solutions u and v of (1), (2), (3) for the same data f, g
and u0. We plug the test function
1
K TK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) in the difference of
equations (14) for u and v in which we have taken S=Tss . This leads to the
estimate (117) below. In Step 2 we investigate the behaviors of the different
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terms in the estimate obtained in Step 1 (estimate (117)) as s tends to 0 and
then K tends to 0. In Step 3 we pass to the limit in (117) as s tends to 0 and
then K tends to 0. Step 4, which is devoted to pass to the limit-inf as s
tends to +., essentially relies on an application of Lemma 5 and on a
technical lemma that allows to control the upper bound given by (96) of
Lemma 5 (see Lemma 6).
Step 1. Let u and v be two renormalized solutions of (1), (2), (3) for the
same data f, g and u0.
Let us first remark that if F is locally Lipschitz continuous then the two
terms involving F in (14) can be rewritten as
div(SŒ(u) F(u))−Sœ(u) F(u) Du=div(YS(u)) in DŒ(Q),(107)
where YS(r)=> r0 SŒ(z) FŒ(z) dz. This is an easy consequence of (12) and of
the fact that YS is Lipschitz continuous on whole R since SŒ has a compact
support. Indeed the analogue of (107) holds true for v.
Let us now introduce a specific choice of function S in (14) for u and v.
For all real numbers s > 0 and s > 0, let Tss be the function defined by˛Tss (0)=0(Tss )Œ(r)=1 for |r| < s,
(Tss )Œ(r)=
1
s
(s+s−|r|) for s [ |r| [ s+s
(Tss )Œ(r)=0 for |r| > s+s.
(108)
Since Tss ¥W2,.(R) and supp (Tss )Œ … [−s−s, s+s], we can take
S=Tss in the respective equations (14) for u and v. Subtracting these two
equations in which (107) has been used and plugging the test function
1
K TK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) in the resulting equation lead to
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
7 “
“t [T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)], TK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v))8 ds dt+Ass, K(109)
=Bss, K+C
s
s, K+D
s
s, K+E
s
s, K+F
s
s, K,
for any K > 0, s > 0, s > 0, and where
Ass, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
(Tss Œ(u) a(u, Du)−Tss Œ(v) a(v, Dv))
(110)
×DTK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) dx ds dt,
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Bss, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
Tss œ(u) TK(Tss (u)−Tss (v)) a(u, Du) Du dx ds dt
(111)
−
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
Tss œ(v) TK(Tss (u)−Tss (v)) a(v, Dv) Dv dx ds dt,
Css, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[YTss (u)−YTss (v)] DTK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) dx ds dt,
(112)
Dss, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
f[(Tss )Œ (u)−(Tss )Œ (v)] TK(Tss (u)−Tss (v)) dx dt ds,
(113)
Ess, K=−
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[(Tss )Œ (u)−(Tss )Œ (v)] gDTK(Tss (u)−Tss (v)) dx ds dt,
(114)
Fss, K=−
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
TK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) gD[(T
s
s )Œ (u)−(Tss )Œ (v)] dx ds dt.
(115)
In the sequel we pass to the limit in (109) when s tends to 0, then K
tends to 0 and then s tends to +..
Upon application of Lemma 2.4 of [11], the first term on the right-hand
side of (109) is derived as
FT
0
F t
0
7 “
“t [T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)], TK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v))8 ds dt
(116)
=F
Q
T˜K(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) dx dt−T F
W
T˜K(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v))(t=0) dx.
Due to the same initial condition (15) for u and v, and to the properties of
Tss we have
Tss (u)(t=0)=T
s
s (v)(t=0)=T
s
s (u0) a.e. in W,
which in turn implies that the last term of the right-hand side of (116) is
equal to 0 for any s > 0, any s > 0 and any K > 0. It follows then from
(109) and (116) that
F
Q
T˜K(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) dx dt+A
s
s, K=B
s
s, K+C
s
s, K+D
s
s, K+E
s
s, K+F
s
s, K,
(117)
for any s > 0, any s > 0 and any K > 0.
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Step 2. In this step, we study the behaviors of the terms Ass, K, B
s
s, K,
Css, K, D
s
s, K , E
s
s, K and F
s
s, K when s tends to 0 and then K tends to 0, the
parameter s being kept fixed. More precisely, we prove the following esti-
mates, which hold true for any s > 0,
O
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
Ass, K \ 0,
(118)
O
sQ 0
|Bss, K | [ CO
sQ 0
51
s
F
{s−s [ |u| [ s+s}
|g|pŒ dx dt+
1
s
F
{s−s [ |v| [ s+s}
|g|pŒ dx dt6(119)
+w1(s), for any K > 0,
lim
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
Css, K=0,
(120)
lim
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
Dss, K=F
T
0
F t
0
F
W
f(q{|u| [ s}−q{|v| [ s}) sg0(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt,
(121)
O
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
|Ess, K | [ CO
KQ 0
5 1
K
F
{s−K [ |u| [ s+K}
|g|pŒ dx dt
(122)
+
1
K
F
{s−K [ |v| [ s+K}
|g|pŒ dx dt6+w2(s),
O
sQ 0
|Fss, K | [ CO
sQ 0
51
s
F
{s−s [ |u| [ s+s}
|g|pŒ dx dt+
1
s
F
{s−s [ |v| [ s+s}
|g|pŒ dx dt6(123)
+w3(s), for any K > 0,
where C is a generic constant independent of K and s and where w1, w2, w3
tend to 0 as s tends to +..
Proof of (118) (Study of Ass, K). Due to the definition (108) of T
s
s we
have for fixed s > 0 and when s tends to 0
(Tss )Œ (u)0 q{|u| [ s} a.e. in Q and strongly in Lq(Q) for any q <+.,(124)
Tss (u)0 Ts(u) a.e. in Q and strongly in L
p(0, T; W1, p0 (W)),(125)
with the analogue results for v.
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Since supp (Tss )Œ … [−s−1, s+1] for 0 < s < 1, it follows that from
(124) and (125)
lim
sQ 0
Ass, K
(126)
=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
q{|u| [ s}a(Ts+1(u), DTs+1(u)) DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt
−
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
q{|v| [ s}a(Ts+1(v), DTs+1(v)) DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt,
for any s > 0 and any K > 0.
Now since a(r, 0)=0 for any r ¥ R (due to (5)), we have
q{|u| [ s}a(Ts+1(u), DTs+1(u))=a(Ts(u), DTs(u))
and
q{|v| [ s}a(Ts+1(v), DTs+1(v))=a(Ts(v), DTs(v))
and (126) leads to
lim
sQ 0
Ass, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[a(Ts(u), DTs(u))−a(Ts(v), DTs(v))](127)
×DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt.
In order to use the monotonicity of a(s, t) with respect to t, the right-
hand side of (127) is derived as
lim
sQ 0
Ass, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[a(Ts(u), DTs(u))−a(Ts(u), DTs(v))](128)
×DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt
+
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[a(Ts(u), DTs(v))−a(Ts(v), DTs(v))]
×DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt.
The first term on the right-hand side of (128) is non negative (due to (7)
and to T −K \ 0) for any s > 0 and any K > 0. As far as the second term is
concerned, assumption (106) makes it possible to obtain
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1
K
:FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[a(Ts(u), DTs(v))−a(Ts(v), DTs(v))] DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt :
(129)
[
T
K
F
{|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| [K} 5 {Ts(u) ] Ts(v)}
|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| [Es+cs |DTs(v)|p−1]
×[|DTs(u)|+|DTs(v)|] dx dt
for any s > 0, any K > 0 and where cs is a constant depending on s and Es
is a function of LpŒ(Q) for s > 0.
Now, since u and v are renormalized solutions of (1), (2), (3)
[Es+|DTs(v)|p−1][|DTs(u)|+|DTs(v)|] ¥ L1(Q)
while
q{|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| [K}q{Ts(u) ] Ts(v)}0 0 a.e. in Q,
as K tends to 0.
Letting K tend to 0 in (129) makes it possible to conclude that the last
term in (128) tends to 0 when K tends to 0, which in turn implies that (118)
holds true.
Proof of (119) (Study of Bss, K). In view of the definitions (108), (111) of
Tss and B
s
s, K, we have
|Bss, K|[
T
s
5F
{s−s[ |u|[ s+s}
a(u, Du) Du dt dx+F
{s−s[ |v|[ s+s}
a(v, Dv) Dv dt dx6,
(130)
for any K > 0, any s > 0 and any s > 0. Application of the estimate (96) of
Lemma 5 (for u and v) in order to control the right-hand side of (130)
shows that estimate (119) holds true for any K > 0 and any s > 0.
Proof of (120) (Study of Css, K). Recall that
YTss (r)=F
r
0
(Tss )Œ(z) FŒ(z) dz.
Since F is locally Lipschitz continuous and supp (Tss )Œ … [−s−s, s+s],
the function YTss is Lipschitz continuous and bounded on whole R. It
follows that for fixed s > 0 and as s tends to 0
YTss (u)−YTss (v)0YTs (u)−YTs (v) a.e. in Q and strongly in L
q(Q),(131)
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for any 1 [ q <+. where
YTs (r)=F
r
0
(Ts)Œ (z) FŒ(z) dz.
Moreover for fixed K > 0 and fixed s > 0, we have as s tends to 0
TK(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v))0 TK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) strongly in L
p(0, T; W1, p0 (W)).(132)
From the definition (112) of Css, K, (131) and (132) we deduce that
lim
sQ 0
Css, K=
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
[YTs (u)−YTs (v)] DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt,(133)
for any K > 0 and any s > 0.
Now, assumption (105) makes it possible to obtain that
[YTs (u)−YTs (v)] [ ||FŒ||L.([−s−1, s+1]) |Ts(u)−Ts(v)| a.e. in Q,
which together with (133) lead to
lim
sQ 0
|Css, K | [
T
K
||FŒ||L.([−s−1, s+1]) F
Q
|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| |DTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v))| dx dt
(134)
[ T ||FŒ||L.([−s−1, s+1]) F
{|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| [K}
|D(Ts(u)−Ts(v))| dx dt.
To pass to the limit as K tends to 0 in (134), recall that for any fixed s > 0,
Ts(u)−Ts(v) ¥ Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)) so that
q{|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| [K}D(Ts(u)−Ts(v))0 0 strongly in L
p(, T; W1, p0 (W)),
as K tends to 0. Letting K tend to 0 in (134) then shows that (120) holds
true.
Proof of (121) (Study of Dss, K). In view of (124), (125), we have for any
s > 0
lim
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
Dss, K=F
T
0
F t
0
F
W
f(q{|u| [ s}−q{|u| [ s}) sg0(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt,
where sg0 is the usual sign function with sg0(0)=0 and estimate (121) is
established.
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Proof of (122) (Study of Ess, K). Due to (124), (125), we have for any
s > 0 and any K > 0
lim
sQ 0
Ess, K=−
1
K
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
(q{|u| [ s}−q{|u| [ s}) gDTK(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt,
or equivalently
lim
sQ 0
Ess, K=E
1
s, K+E
2
s, K(135)
with
E1s, K=−
1
K
F
{|u| [ s} 5 {|v| > s}
(T−t) gDTK(u− sg0(v) s) dx dt
and
E2s, K=−
1
K
F
{|u| > s} 5 {|v| [ s}
(T−t) gDTK(sg0(u) s−v) dx dt.
In order to estimate the term E1s, K, we proceed as
|E1s, K | [
T
K
F
{s−K [ |u| [ s}
|g| |Du| dx dt.(136)
Using Young’s inequality together with assumption (5) then yields
|E1s, K | [
T
pŒK F{s−K [ |u| [ s+K} |g|
pŒ dx dt+
T
paK
F
{s−K [ |u| [ s+K}
a(u, Du) Du dx dt.
(137)
Upon application of estimate (96) of Lemma 5 to the second term of the
right-hand side of (137), with K in place of d, we deduce that
|E1s, K | [
C
K
F
{s−K [ |u| [ s+K}
|g|pŒ dx dt+E(r),
with E(s)Q 0 as sQ+.. Indeed the same estimate holds true for E2s, K
with u replaced by v. Then we deduce from (135) that
O
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
|Ess, K | [ CO
KQ 0
5 1
K
F
{s−K [ |u| [ s+K}
|g|pŒ dx dt
+
1
K
F
{s−K [ |v| [ s+K}
|g|pŒ dx dt6+w2(s),
where w2(s)Q 0 as sQ+. and estimate (122) is then established.
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Proof of (123) (Study of Fss, K). Due to the definition (108) of T
s
s , we
have for any s > 0 and any K > 0
|Fss, K | [
T
s
1F
{s [ |u| [ s+s}
|g| |Du| dx dt+F
{s [ |v| [ s+s}
|g| |Dv| dx dt2 .(138)
The right-hand side of (138) is similar to that of (136) through replacing K
by s. Repeating the arguments that lead to (137) and using (96) of Lemma
5 with the parameter s playing now the role of d, we obtain that for any
K > 0
O
sQ 0
|Fss, K | [ CO
sQ 0
51
s
F
{s−s [ |u| [ s+s}
|g|pŒ dx dt+
1
s
F
{s−s [ |v| [ s+s}
|g|pŒ dx dt6
+w3(s),
where w3(s)Q 0 as sQ+. and estimate (123) is then established.
Step 3. Passage to the limit-sup as s tends to 0 and then to the limit-
sup as K tends to 0 in (117).
According to (125) and to the definition of T˜K we have
lim
KQ 0
lim
sQ 0
1
K
F
Q
T˜K(T
s
s (u)−T
s
s (v)) dx dt=F
Q
|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| dx dt,
for any s > 0.
In view of estimates (118), (119), (120), (121), (122), and (123), passing to
the limit-sup as s tends to 0 and then to the limit-sup as K tends to 0 in
(117) yields for any s > 0
F
Q
|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| dx dt
(139)
[ FT
0
F t
0
F
W
f(q{|u| [ s}−q{|v| [ s}) sg0(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt
+CO
dQ 0
51
d
F
{s−d [ |u| [ s+d}
|g|pŒ dx dt+
1
d
F
{s−d [ |v| [ s+d}
|g|pŒ dx dt6+w(s),
where C is a constant independent of s and w(s) tends to 0 as s tends to
+..
Step 4. Passage to the limit-inf as s tends to +. in (139).
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Since u and v both belong to L.(0, T; L1(W)), Ts(u) and Ts(v) respec-
tively converge to u and v strongly in L1(Q) when s tends to +. so that
lim
sQ+.
F
Q
|Ts(u)−Ts(v)| dx dt=F
Q
|u−v| dx dt.(140)
Moreover, the function f(q{|u| [ s}−q{|v| [ s}) sg0(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) converges to
0 a.e. in Q as s tends to +. and is indeed bounded by the L1(Q)-function
2 |f|. It follows that
lim
sQ+.
FT
0
F t
0
F
W
f(q{|u| [ s}−q{|v| [ s}) sg0(Ts(u)−Ts(v)) dx ds dt=0.(141)
As far as the second term on the right-hand side of (139) is concerned,
we now appeal to the following technical lemma.
Lemma 6. Let w be an open subset of RN, N \ 1, F ¥ L1(w), F \ 0, and
u¯: wQ [0,+.] and v¯: wQ [0,+.] be two measurable functions. Then
there exists a sequence sj of real numbers such that when jQ+.:
˛ sj Q+.,
O
dQ 0
51
d
F
{sj −d [ u¯ [ sj+d}
F dx+
1
d
F
{sj −d [ v¯ [ sj+d}
F dx6Q 0.
The proof of Lemma 6 is postponed to the Appendix at the end of this
paper. As already mentioned in Remark 2, it is worth noting that under the
assumptions of Lemma 6 with, e.g., v¯=0, in general the function defined
by
O
dQ 0
1
d
F
{s−d [ |u¯| [ s+d}
F dx
does not tend to 0 as s tends to +., but the result is only true for the limit-
inf as s tends to +.. The reader will easily convince himself of this fact by
considering the following counterexample.
Counterexample. Let w=(0, 1), u¯= 1
x2
and F(x) be the function
defined by
F(x)=˛ 1x3 if 12n 11− 124n2 [ x [ 12n for an integer n \ 1,
0 otherwise.
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Indeed
F
w
F(x) dx [ C C
n \ 1
1
2n
,
so that F ¥ L1(w).
Now for sn=22n we have
F
{sn [ u¯ [ sn+d}
F dx=F
{22n [ 1/x2 [ 22n+d}
1
x3
dx=
d
2
,
for any n \ 1 and any 0 < d < d0(n).
In conclusion the sequence sn converges to +. (as n tends to +.) and
nevertheless
O
dQ 0
1
d
F
{sn −d [ u¯ [ sn+d}
F dx \O
dQ 0
1
d
F
{sn [ u¯ [ sn+d}
F dx=
1
2
,
for any n \ 1.
We now turn back to the end of the proof of Theorem 2. Upon applica-
tion of Lemma 6 to the second term on the right-hand side of (139) with
F=|g|pŒ, u¯=|u| and v¯=|v|, we obtain that there exists a sequence sj of real
numbers such that when jQ+.
˛ sj Q+.,
O
dQ 0
51
d
F
{sj −d [ |u| [ sj+d}
|g|pŒ dx+
1
d
F
{sj −d [ |v| [ sj+d}
|g|pŒ dx6Q 0.(142)
Since indeed for this sequence w(sj)Q 0 as jQ+., we deduce from (139),
(140), (141), (142) that
F
Q
|u−v| dx dt=0,
so that u=v a.e. in Q and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
V. STABILITY RESULT
This section is devoted to establish the following stability result for the
renormalized solutions of (1), (2), (3).
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Theorem 3. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold true.
Let f e, g e and u e0 be respectively sequences in L
1(Q), (LpŒ(Q))N and L1(W)
such that
(143) f eE f weakly in L1(Q),
(144) g eQ g strongly in (LpŒ(Q))N,
(145) u e0 Q u0 strongly in L
1(W),
as e tends to 0.
Let u e be a sequence of renormalized solutions of (1), (2), (3) for the data
f e, g e and u e0.
Then, up to a subsequence still indexed by e, we have for any K \ 0
TK(u e)E TK(u) weakly in Lp(0, T; W
1, p
0 (W)),(146)
as e tends to 0, where u is a renormalized solution of (1), (2), (3) for the data
f, g and u0.
Moreover if a is assumed to be strictly monotone with respect to t in (7),
then the convergence in (146) is strong.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof follows along the lines of the proof of
Theorem 1. In Step 1 we derive the same a priori estimates on the sequence
u e than in Step 1 of Theorem 1. In Step 2 we conclude the proof through
noting that the arguments of Steps 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of Theorem 1 still hold
true under assumptions (143), (144), and (145).
Step 1. A priori estimates. Let us consider the sequence Sn of increasing
C.(R)-functions defined in Step 5 of the proof of Theorem 1 (i.e., satisfy-
ing (62), (63), and (64)). Since u e is a renormalized solution for the data f e
and g e we have for any n \ 1
“Sn(u e)
“t −div(S
−
n(u
e) a(u e, Du e))+S'n (u
e) a(ue, Du e) Du e(147)
+div(S −n(u
e) F(u e))−S'n (u
e) F(u e) Due
=feS −n(u
e)+div(S −n(u
e) g e)−S'n (u
e) g eDue in DŒ(Q),
where each term belongs to L1(Q)+LpŒ(0, T; W−1, pŒ(W)).
We use TK(u e) as a test function in (147). Remarking that TK(u e)=
TK(Sn(u e)) for n \K and that the contribution of the terms involving F(u e)
vanishes due to the boundary condition TK(u e)=0 on “W×(0, T), it yields
for n \K
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F
W
T˜K(Sn(u e))(t) dx+F
t
0
F
W
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u e) dx ds(148)
+F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) TK(u e) a(ue, Du e) Due dx ds
=F t
0
F
W
f eS −n(u
e) TK(u e) dx ds−F
t
0
F
W
S −n(u
e) g eDTK(u e) dx ds
−F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) TK(u e) g eDue dx ds+F
W
T˜K(Sn(u
e
0)) dx
a.e. in (0, T).
For fixed e > 0, we let n tend to +. in (148). To this end notice that
since supp S'n … [−n−1, −n] 2 [n, n+1]
:F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) TK(ue) a(ue, Due) Due dx ds :[K F
{n [ |ue|[ n+1}
a(ue, Due) Due dx ds
and
: F t
0
F
W
S'n (u
e) TK(ue) geDue dx ds :[K 1F
{n [ |ue| [ n+1}
|Due|p dx dt2 1p ||ge||(LpŒ(Q))N
and that the right-hand sides of the above inequalities tend to 0 as n tends
to +. (e being kept fixed) because of (13).
Letting n tend to +. in (148) then gives for any e > 0 and any K > 0
F
W
T˜K(u e)(t) dx+F
t
0
F
W
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e)) DTK(u e) dx ds(149)
=F t
0
F
W
f eTK(u e) dx ds−F
t
0
F
W
g eDTK(u e) dx ds
+F
W
T˜K(u
e
0) dx a.e. in (0, T),
since S −m(r)=1 for |r| [K [ n and Sn(u e0) converges strongly in L1(W) to u e0
as n tends to +..
It is worth noting that (149) is exactly the same that (23) of Step 2 in the
proof of Theorem 1 through taking into account (24) and replacing g by
g e and f by f e. As a consequence and because of (144), the arguments
developed in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1 are still valid for the
sequence u e under investigation in the present proof. It follows that there
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exists a subsequence of u e, still indexed by e and a function u belonging to
L.(0, T; L1(W)) such that˛u e0 u a.e. in Q,TK(u e)E TK(u) weakly in Lp(0, T; W1, p0 (W)),
hn(u e)E hn(u) weakly in Lp(0, T; W
1, p
0 (W)),
a(TK(u e), DTK(u e))E sK weakly in (LpŒ(Q))N,
(150)
as e tends to 0, for any K > 0 and any n \ 1.
Proceeding now as we did for obtaining (149), but using hn(Sn(u e)) for
n \ 1 as a test function in (147) instead of TK(Sm(u e)), we can prove that u e
satisfies the estimate (34) of Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1. It follows
that the sequence u e satisfies (36).
Step 2. Let us point out that in the proof of Theorem 1, once the
estimate (36) and the convergences (150) are established, the remaining of
the proof (i.e., the proof of the fact that u is a renormalized solution of (1),
(2), and (3) for the data f, g and u0) only relies on Eq. (65) and on the
initial condition S(u e)(t=0)=S(ue0). In other words this proof only uses
the fact that u e is a renormalized solution of (1), (2), and (3) and that f e
and u e0 satisfy (18) and (19). The only difference in proving the stability
result of Theorem 3 consists in allowing, in the proof of Theorem 1, the
sequence f e and u e0 to be only in L
1(Q) and in L1(W) and to replace g by a
sequence g e satisfying (144). The reader will easily convince himself that the
conclusions of Steps 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the proof of Theorem 1 are still
valid when assumptions (10), (18), and (19) are replaced by (143), (144),
and (145). Actually the regularities of f e and u e0 in (18) and (19) are not
used in these steps and each term involving g e passes to the limit as e tends
to 0.
Finally we conclude that under the assumptions of Theorem 3, the func-
tion u defined by (150) is a renormalized solution of (1), (2), and (3) for the
data f, g and u0.
Moreover if a is assumed to be strictly monotone with respect to t in (7),
the strong convergence of the truncates in (146) is a known consequence of
(86) of Lemma 3 (see, e.g., Lemma 5 in [11]).
APPENDIX
This section contains a proof of Lemma 6, which is due to de la Rue
[13].
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Proof of Lemma 6. The proof is by contradiction. If Lemma 6 does not
hold true, there exist e > 0 and an interger n0 such that for every real
number s \ n0 one has
O
dQ 0
51
d
F
{s−d [ u¯(x) [ s+d}
F dx+
1
d
F
{s−d [ v¯(x) [ s+d}
F dx6 > e.
Therefore for every s \ n0 there exists a real number d(s), with 0 < d(s) < 1
such that
1
d(s)
F
{s−d(s) [ u¯(x) [ s+d(s)}
F dx+
1
d(s)
F
{s−d(s) [ v¯(x) [ s+d(s)}
F dx \ e.(1)
Since [n, n+1] is a compact set, it can be covered by a finite number Nn
(depending on n) of open intervals Ik=] sk−d(sk), sk+d(sk)[ for which (1)
holds true. Collecting together all those intervals for all integer n \ n0, and
eliminating the intervals Ik such that Ik … 2 j ¥ JIj for a collection (neces-
sarily finite, since d(sk) < 1) of other intervals Ij, we obtain a sequence of
intervals that satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 7 below. Therefore the
indices of this sequence can be relabelled in a way such that
Ik 5 Ik+2=” -k,
[n0,+.[ … 10
j ¥ J
I2j 2 2 10
j ¥ J
I2j+1 2 .
This implies that either the measure ;j 2d(s2j) of 1j ¥ J I2j, or the measure
;j 2d(s2j+1) of 1j ¥ J I2j+1 is infinite.
On the other hand we have
F
w
F dx \ F
{n0 [ u¯(x) <+.}
F dx \C
j
F
{u¯(x) ¥ I2j}
F dx
=C
j
F
{s2j −d(s2j) [ u¯(x) [ s2j+d(s2j)}
F dx
and the same inequality for v¯. Adding these inequalities we obtain using (1)
2 F
w
F dx \C
j
F
{s2j −d(s2j) [ u¯(x) [ s2j+d(s2j)}
F dx+C
j
F
{s2j −d(s2j) [ v¯(x) [ s2j+d(s2j)}
F dx
\C
j
d(s2j) e,
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which proves that ;j d(s2j) is finite. Similarly we obtain that ;j d(s2j+1) is
finite. This is a contradiction. Therefore Lemma 6 holds true.
We now prove Lemma 7.
Lemma 7. Let (Ik)k ¥N be a sequence of open intervals Ik=] sk−dk, sk+dk[
of R with the following properties:
(2) 0 < dk < 1,
(3) 1k Ik covers [n0,+.[ for a given n0,
(4) for every n \ n0, the number of centers sk which belong to [n0, n] is
finite,
(5) there is no interval Ik which is covered by a (necessarily finite in view of
(2)) union of other intervals Ij.
Then one can relabel the subscripts k in such a way that sk < sk+1 for every
k, and with this notation one has
Ik 5 Ik+2=” for every k.
Proof of Lemma 7. Observe first that sk ] skŒ for k ] kŒ since if sk=skŒ,
then Ik … IkŒ or IkŒ … Ik, which is impossible in view of (5). Then (3) implies
that one can relabel the indices k in such a way that sk < sk+1 for every k.
We will then prove that
˛ for every i, j, k with i < j < k,
there is no common point to Ii, Ij and Ik.
(6)
Indeed since si < sj, one necessarily has si−di < sj−dj, because si−di \
sj−dj would imply Ii … Ij, which is impossible in view of (5). Similarly one
necessarily has sj+dj < sk+dk.
If there is now a common point to Ii, Ij and Ik, then one necessarily has
sk−dk < si−di, which implies Ii … Ii 2 Ik. This is impossible in view of (5),
so (6) holds true.
Finally, assume that Lemma 7 does not hold true, i.e., that Ik0 5 Ik0+2 ]
” for some k0, or in other terms that sk0+2−dk0+2 < sk0+dk0 . Since there is
no common point to Ik−0, Ik0+1, and Ik0+2, sk0+1 cannot belong to
] sk0+2−dk0+2, sk0+dk0[. Since there is no common point to Ik0 , Ik0+1, and
Ik0+2, and since Ik0+1 is not included in Ik0+2 in view of (5), sk0+1 cannot
belong to [sk0+dk0 , sk0+2[. For similar reasons, sk0+1 cannot belong to
] sk0 , sk0+2−dk0+2]. This is a contradiction with sk0 < sk0+1 < sk0+2.
Therefore Lemma 7 holds true.
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